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300: Rise of an Empire 

 

 

Directed by Noam Murro Starring Sullivan Stapleton and Eva Green and Lena
Headey and Hans Matheson
Released in 2014 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 102 minutes.

ISBN: 0883929256549 UPC: 883929256549

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

All Star Comedy Jam: Shaquille O'Neal Presents Live from Las

Vegas

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/users/manhasset/web/nl_22.html#book1
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/users/manhasset/web/nl_22.html#book2
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=300%3A%20Rise%20of%20an%20Empire%20&isbn=0883929256549&lauthor=Murro&fauthor=Noam
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@firstpage-url
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@previouspage-url


 

 

Released in 2014 by Lions Gate Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, , 60 minutes.

ISBN: 0031398197539 UPC: 031398197539

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Comedy and film star Mike Epps, known for his roles in the HANGOVER and FRIDAY franchises, takes
center stage as the host of the newest installment in Shaquille O'Neal's ALL STAR COMEDY JAM
franchise. Epps called on some of stand-up comedy's freshest talent to help him bring down the house;
Lil' Rel, Henry Welch, Deon Cole and DeRay Davis. This hilarious lineup delivers nonstop laughs in this
high- energy night of comedy. ALL STAR COMEDY JAM - LIVE FROM LAS VEGAS was filmed in
front of a live audience at The Joint at the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas.

 

Burn

 

 

Directed by Tom Putnam Directed by Brenna Sanchez Narrated by Denis Leary
Released in 2014 by Passion River Films
DVD-Video, English, .

ISBN: 0799632653233 UPC: 799632653233

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

BURN follows the crew of Engine Company 50 -- one of the busiest firehouses in America. Located on
Detroit's blighted east side, E50 stands at ground zero of the city's problems. Every day, these
firefighters face injury, disablement, and death. But they come back, day after day, resolved to make a
difference. They're certainly not here for the money -- their starting salary is $30,000 and they haven't
seen a raise in 10 years. BURN tells the story of these exceptional individuals who, despite the challenges
and dysfunction, believe in their city and are attempting to make a difference every day.

 

Elaine Stritch: Shoot Me

 

Directed by Chiemi Karasawa Starring Elaine Stritch and Alec Baldwin and Hal
Prince and George C Wolfe
Released in 2014 by MPI Home Video
DVD-Video, , 81 minutes.

ISBN: 0030306936994 UPC: 030306936994

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=All%20Star%20Comedy%20Jam%3A%20Shaquille%20O%27Neal%20Presents%20Live%20from%20Las%20Vegas&isbn=0031398197539&lauthor=Found&fauthor=Not
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Burn&isbn=0799632653233&lauthor=Putnam&fauthor=Tom
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@previouspage-url
http://www.supportlibrary.com:80/nl/users/templates2/web/@nextpage-url


 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

At 87, Broadway legend ELAINE STRITCH remains indisputably in the spotlight. In the revealing and
poignant ELAINE STRITCH: SHOOT ME, the uncompromising Tony and Emmy Award-winner is
showcased both on and off stage via rare archival footage and intimate cinema verite. By turns bold,
hilarious and moving, the film's journey connects Stritch's present to her past, and an inspiring portrait
of a one-of-a-kind survivor emerges. In stolen moments from her corner room at New York's Carlyle
Hotel and on breaks from her tour and work, candid reflections about her life are punctuated with
photographs from her personal collection and words from friends (including Alec Baldwin, Hal Prince,
George C. Wolfe, Nathan Lane, Cherry Jones, Tina Fey, James Gandolfini and John Turturro). Whether
dominating the stage, tormenting Alec Baldwin on the set of "30 Rock," or sharing her personal takes on
her struggles with aging, diabetes and alcoholism, ELAINE STRITCH: SHOOT ME reaches beyond the
icon's brassy exterior and reveals a multi-dimensional portrait of a complex woman and artist.

 

Enemy

 

 

Released in 2014 by Lions Gate Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, , 90 minutes.

ISBN: 0031398196808 UPC: 031398196808

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

ENEMY tells the story of a university lecturer named Adam (Gyllenhaal) who is nearing the end of a
relationship with his girlfriend Mary (Laurent). One night, while watching a film, Adam spots a minor
actor who looks just like him. Consumed by the desire to meet his double, Adam tracks down Anthony,
an actor living with his pregnant wife Helen (Gadon) and engages him in a complex and dangerous
struggle. The film is a haunting and provocative psychosexual thriller about duality and identity, where
in the end only one man will survive.

 

Forced March

 

 

Directed by Rick King Starring Chris Sarandon and Renee Soutendijk and John Seitz and Josef Sommer
Released in 2014 by Passion River Films
DVD-Video, , .

ISBN: 0091037723987 UPC: 091037723987

 

Visit Our
Werbsite

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Elaine%20Stritch%3A%20Shoot%20Me&isbn=0030306936994&lauthor=Karasawa&fauthor=Chiemi
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Enemy&isbn=0031398196808&lauthor=Found&fauthor=Not
http://manhassetlibrary.org/
http://manhassetlibrary.org/


Find this DVD in our catalog.

A former TV star makes a Holocaust movie about a Hungarian poet in a Nazi death march.

 

Kid Cannabis

 

 

Directed by John Stockwell Starring Jonathan Daniel Brown and Kenny
Wormald and Ron Perlman and Aaron Yoo
Released in 2014 by Well Go USA, Inc
DVD-Video, , 90 minutes.

ISBN: 0812491015384 UPC: 812491015384

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

The true story of an Idaho teen dropout who builds a multimillion-dollar marijuana ring by trafficking
drugs through the woods across the Canadian border. But his pursuit of the high life - complete with girls,
guns, and vicious rival drug lords - may leave this ex-pizza boy in way over his head.

 

Lone Survivor

 

 

Directed by Peter Berg Starring Mark Wahlberg and Taylor Kitsch and Eric
Bana and Emile Hirsch
Released in 2014 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 122 minutes.

ISBN: 0025192175886 UPC: 025192175886

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Forced%20March&isbn=0091037723987&lauthor=King&fauthor=Rick
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Kid%20Cannabis&isbn=0812491015384&lauthor=Stockwell&fauthor=John
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Lone%20Survivor&isbn=0025192175886&lauthor=Berg&fauthor=Peter


 

 

Motel Life

  

 

Directed by Alan Polsky Directed by Gabe Polsky Starring Emile Hirsch and
Stephen Dorff and Kris Kristofferson
Released in 2014 by Uni Dist Corp. (Cinedigm)
DVD-Video, , .

ISBN: 0883476143316 UPC: 883476143316

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

The Motel Life explores the intense bond between two brothers living on the fringes of Reno, Nevada.
They grew up dependent on each other and their big imaginations to escape the challenges of their
transient life. When the brothers are involved in a fatal accident, it forces them to choose between
running or facing reality. It's a story of brotherhood, shared dreams and the redemptive power of hope.

 

Murder on the Home Front

 

 

Directed by Geoffrey Sax Starring Holly Atkins and Joey Batey and Susie Blake
and John Bowe
Released in 2014 by PBS
DVD-Video, English, 90 minutes.

ISBN: 0841887020787 UPC: 841887020787

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Set during the London Blitz of 1940, Murder on the Home Front is a vibrant, original crime drama. This
is a world where people live life in the moment. It is also a world where criminals can use the blackout
and devastation to hide their darkest activities. As the Luftwaffe drop their bombs, below people are
literally getting away with murder.

 

Night in Old Mexico

 

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Motel%20Life&isbn=0883476143316&lauthor=Polsky&fauthor=Alan
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Murder%20on%20the%20Home%20Front&isbn=0841887020787&lauthor=Sax&fauthor=Geoffrey


 

Directed by Emilio Aragon Starring Robert Duvall and Jeremy Irvine and Angie
Cepeda and Luis Tosar
Released in 2014 by Phase 4 Films
DVD-Video, , 104 minutes.

ISBN: 0625828632358 UPC: 625828632358

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Forced to give up his land and home, Texas rancher Red Bovie isn't about to retire quietly in a trailer
park. Instead he jumps in his Cadillac and hits the road with his estranged grandson for one last wild
adventure filled with guns, women and booze. It's just another night in Old Mexico.

 

Non-Stop

 

 

Directed by Jaume Collet-Serra Starring Liam Neeson and Julianne Moore and
Scoot McNairy and Bar Paly
Released in 2014 by Universal Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 107 minutes.

ISBN: 0025192184932 UPC: 025192184932

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

Nymphomaniac Volume I

 

 

Directed by Lars Von Trier Starring Charlotte Gainsbourg and Shia Labeouf and
Willem Dafoe and Stellan Skarsgard
Released in 2014 by Magnolia Pict Hm Ent
DVD-Video, , 110 minutes.

ISBN: 0876964006880 UPC: 876964006880

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Night%20in%20Old%20Mexico&isbn=0625828632358&lauthor=Aragon&fauthor=Emilio
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Non%2DStop&isbn=0025192184932&lauthor=Collet-Serra&fauthor=Jaume


Find this DVD in our catalog.

NYMPHOMANIAC is the wild and poetic story of a woman's journey from birth to the age of 50 as told
by the main character, the self-diagnosed nymphomaniac, Joe (Charlotte Gainsbourg). On a cold winter's
evening the old, charming bachelor, Seligman (Stellan Skarsgard), finds Joe beaten up in an alley. He
brings her home to his flat where he cares for her wounds while asking her about her life. He listens
intently as Joe over the next 8 chapters recounts the lushy branched-out and multifaceted story of her life,
rich in associations and interjecting incidents.

 

Nymphomaniac Volume II

 

 

Directed by Lars Von Trier Starring Charlotte Gainsbourg and Shia Labeouf and
Willem Dafoe and Uma Thurman
Released in 2014 by Magnolia Pict Hm Ent
DVD-Video, , 110 minutes.

ISBN: 0876964006897 UPC: 876964006897

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

NYMPHOMANIAC is the wild and poetic story of a woman's journey from birth to the age of 50 as told
by the main character, the self-diagnosed nymphomaniac, Joe (Charlotte Gainsbourg). On a cold winter's
evening the old, charming bachelor, Seligman (Stellan Skarsgard), finds Joe beaten up in an alley. He
brings her home to his flat where he cares for her wounds while asking her about her life. He listens
intently as Joe over the next 8 chapters recounts the lushy branched-out and multifaceted story of her life,
rich in associations and interjecting incidents.

 

Repentance

 

 

Directed by Philippe Caland Starring Forest Whitaker and Anthony MacKie and
Mike Epps and Sanaa Lathan
Released in 2014 by Lions Gate Home Entertainment
DVD-Video, , 101 minutes.

ISBN: 0031398197003 UPC: 031398197003

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Nymphomaniac%20Volume%20I&isbn=0876964006880&lauthor=Trier&fauthor=Lars
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Nymphomaniac%20Volume%20II&isbn=0876964006897&lauthor=Trier&fauthor=Lars
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Repentance&isbn=0031398197003&lauthor=Caland&fauthor=Philippe


Years after a drunken car crash that almost took his life, Tommy Carter (Anthony Mackie) has
reinvented himself as a therapist/spiritual advisor who advocates a synthesis of world religions and
positivity. He's parlayed this vocation into a successful book release that one day draws the attention of
Angel Sanchez (Forest Whitaker), a profoundly troubled man fixated on the "untimely" death of his
mother. When Carter takes on Sanchez as a personal client in an effort to raise funds for his indebted
brother Ben (Mike Epps), things quickly take a turn for the worse. Angel needs much more than a simple
life coach. What may be simple to grasp for some is the idea that single actions in the past comprise tidal
waves of reactions in the present. Director Philippe Caland's REPENTANCE examines these issues
against a backdrop of kidnapping and murder.

 

Short History of Decay

 

 

Directed by Michael Maren Starring Bryan Greenberg and Linda Lavin and
Harris Yulin and Kathleen Rose Perkins
Released in 2014 by Anderson Merchandisers, L
DVD-Video, , .

ISBN: 0796019828161 UPC: 796019828161

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

A dark comedy about stepping up when your parents are going downhill; a love letter to anyone who's
ever been a caregiver for someone who raised them.

 

Unknown Known

 

 

Directed by Errol Morris Starring Kenn Medeiros and Donald Rumsfeld
Released in 2014 by Tcfhe/Anchor Bay/Starz
DVD-Video, English, .

ISBN: 0013132612898 UPC: 013132612898

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Short%20History%20of%20Decay&isbn=0796019828161&lauthor=Maren&fauthor=Michael
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Unknown%20Known&isbn=0013132612898&lauthor=Morris&fauthor=Errol


 

Winter's Tale

 

 

Directed by Akiva Goldsman Starring Colin Farrell and Jessica Brown Findlay
and Russell Crowe and Jennifer Connelly
Released in 2014 by Warner Home Video
DVD-Video, English, 120 minutes.

ISBN: 0883929387779 UPC: 883929387779

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

Set in a mythic New York City and spanning more than a century, "Winter's Tale" is a story of miracles,
crossed destinies, and the age-old battle between good and evil.

 

Woman in White

 

 

Directed by Tim Fywell Starring Justine Waddell and Tara Fitzgerald and
Andrew Lincoln
Released in 2014 by Rlj Ent/Sphe
DVD-Video, , 116 minutes.

ISBN: 0054961202096 UPC: 054961202096

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

 

 

Young Doctor's Notebook

 

 

Released in 2014 by Warner Home Video

http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Winter%27s%20Tale&isbn=0883929387779&lauthor=Goldsman&fauthor=Akiva
http://www.supportlibrary.com/nl/nl_catalog.cfm?x=3374555&title=Woman%20in%20White&isbn=0054961202096&lauthor=Fywell&fauthor=Tim


DVD-Video, , 93 minutes.

ISBN: 0883929353491 UPC: 883929353491

 

Find this DVD in our catalog.

It's 1917, on the eve of the Russian Revolution, and a young doctor (Radcliffe) arrives in the middle of
the night to lead an eerie, back-woods hospital. Fresh from med school, he is completely unprepared for
the bizarre people and alarming medical maladies that face him, so, in an unexpected twist, he turns to
his older self (Hamm) for advice. It's a fascinating, dark and original comedy with two of Hollywood's
leading talents that surprises and entertains in a wholly unique way.
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